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Transport Decisions

Patient Assessment: Is the patient safe to stay home?
Criteria for staying at home: Stable vital signs, oxygen saturation ≥94%, normal level of consciousness, age <60 in a patient who is generally healthy (i.e. without heart or lung disease, diabetes, dialysis, or immune compromise).

YES
- Patient Stays Home
  - Leave Aftercare Instructions
  - DECON SELF AND EQUIPMENT before leaving Scene

UNCERTAIN
- Contact Dr. Rea (206) 255-5513

NO
- TRANSPORT via AMBULANCE
  - CALL HOSPITAL WITH SHORT REPORT
    - Ensure they can accept
  - DECON SELF AND EQUIPMENT before leaving Scene
  - COMPLETE ESO Include PPE Tab

- TRANSPORT via AID or MEDIC
  - CALL HOSPITAL WITH SHORT REPORT
    - Ensure they can accept
  - DECON SELF AND EQUIPMENT before leaving Scene
  - COMPLETE ESO Include PPE Tab

- FOLLOW FULL PPE TRANSPORT AND DECON PROCEDURES. PRIORITIZE A CLEAN DRIVER COMPARTMENT WITH NO MEGG IF ABLE.